
A note from Erin
The world has become a different place since we sent our last newsletter.  
As always, the health and safety of our patients and staff is our primary 
concern and we will continue following all B.C. Government recommendations. 
Life does carry on, and we are pleased to announce that Audiologist Christine 
Stangeland has joined our Oak Bay clinic.  
Be well and enjoy the sounds of summer.

WIDEX has introduced a new rechargeable hearing solution that offers 
improvement in overall sound processing and hearing in noisy situations. 
If sound processed in a hearing aid reaches the eardrum later than sound 
heard directly, when the two signals mix they can be ‘out of sync’. This 
lag creates an artificial sound. WIDEX Moment is equipped with ultra-fast 
processors that remove the delay, delivering pure and natural sound.
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Hear better ALL summer. 
Birdsong, trickling water, children’s voices, wind in the trees. With Widex 
Moment you’ll hear pure, natural sound.  

WIDEX Moment also features:

• Audio streaming from all of your devices, including smartphones & your TV

• Maximum moisture resistance nano coating

• The convenience of rechargeability

Ask your Audiologist if WIDEX Moment is right for your hearing and lifestyle.  
We’d be happy to talk to you about the features of this new hearing aid.

WIDEX MOMENT™ – This sound changes everything.

We invite you to try the new Widex Moment this summer for FREE  
for 6 weeks and hear the difference for yourself. Offer ends August 31, 2020! 

Call today to book an appointment:

6-WEEK  
FREE TRIAL



Hearing aids + lifestyle technology

More hearing aid manufacturers are building hearing aids with AI that can detect a wearer’s 
environment and learn preferences for listening. While these features may not appeal to everyone, 
for people who value connecting lifestyle data to their devices, AI offers interesting possibilities.

We wish Audiologists Alison Love and Lewis Smith a fond farewell as they 
embrace new opportunities. We have appreciated their many contributions!

Please welcome Audiologist Christine Stangeland, who joins us with years of 
experience caring for hearing health in Victoria. Book an appointment with 
Christine at our Oak Bay clinic.

www.broadmeadhearing.com 

How AI (Artificial Intelligence) is improving 
hearing technology

Staff Updates 

For example, when seated in a noisy restaurant with a friend or spouse, 
hearing aids with AI can automatically shift to provide more comfort or more 
clarity to help you hear your best. For areas that you frequent, the hearing 
aids will remember your preferred settings and automatically adjust when 
you enter that location. Recently released AI hearing aid features include step 
trackers, an engagement tracker (how often and for how long you wear the 
hearing aids), fall detection, and the ability to locate misplaced hearing aids!

One hearing aid company, Starkey, has the first hearing aid to track your steps 
and uses integrated sensors to recognize if you are about to, or have just had 
a fall. The hearing aids are connected to a smartphone, which would then send 
a message to a person in your contact list alerting them to your fall. We are 
looking forward to seeing how AI innovations further integrate hearing aids 
into our daily lives. 

If you have questions, or need to book an appointment:

   Broadmead: 250.479.2969
   Oak Bay: 250.479.2921


